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6. Durkan's Oraya collection, shifting bands of grey scale fills between onyx black and cloudy white accented with trilobal blues. The Oraya emphasizes Durkan's exclusive technical innovations, including its proprietary Synthentic Technology. DURKAN.COM

7. Made of Tibetan wool and silk, the hand-knotted and hand-crafted Bamboo Trails blue by N°66 Couture for the Rug Company is inspired by the idea of a bamboo leaf. A new tone and a subtler hue play against one another, giving the carpet depth.

8. Stutter, part of the Color Field collection by Milliken, explores details created when the distinction between subject and background is eliminated. No-line combinations in 16 color families provide a textural aesthetic reminiscent of a natural spill, while Crochet Plus noon projection enhances wear performance by up to 40 percent. MILLIKEN.COM

9. Part of Bentley's Curio collection, Manifolds features a line texture resembling couture textiles. Its tone-on-tone composition and hint of shimmer add timeless dimension with a fresh, modern edge. Created with the company's Colorcast technology, which matches color from any source, the carpeting is available in broadloom and tiles.
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TECTUS®
the adjustable concealed door hinge.

The designers' choice for functionality, quality, and elegance for inspiring doors.